Abstract: Some biological sequences contain subsequences of unusual composition; e.g. some proteins contain DNA binding domains, transmembrane regions and charged regions, and some DNA sequences contain repeats. The linear-time Ruzzo-Tompa (RT) algorithm finds subsequences of unusual composition, using a sequence of scores as input and the corresponding 'maximal segments' as output. In principle, permitting gaps in the output subsequences could improve sensitivity. Here, the input of the RT algorithm is generalised to a finite, totally ordered, weighted graph, so the algorithm locates paths of maximal weight through increasing but not necessarily adjacent vertices. By permitting the penalised deletion of unfavourable letters, the generalisation therefore includes gaps. The program RepWords, which finds inexact simple repeats in DNA, exemplifies the general concepts by outperforming a similar extant, ad hoc tool. With minimal programming effort, the generalised Ruzzo-Tompa algorithm could improve the performance of many programs for finding biological subsequences of unusual composition.
This paper is a revised and expanded version of a paper entitled 'The RuzzoTompa algorithm can find the maximal paths in weighted, directed graphs on a one-dimensional lattice' presented at the '2nd IEEE International Conference on Computational Advances in
 Bio and Medical Sciences (ICCABS) ', Las Vegas, NV, USA, 23-25 February 2012. 
Background

Relation to previous extended abstract
This article is based on an extended abstract from ICCABS (Spouge et al., 2012) , but implements the general theory in the extended abstract in the context of a specialised problem, namely identifying specific types of biological repeats. It therefore contains substantial new material describing the computer program RepWords and the corresponding empirical results. Any paragraph within quotes is quoting directly from the extended abstract. Appendix A, as a set of technical lemmas, closely paraphrases the extended abstract.
Repeats in biological sequences
Many eukaryotic genomes contain more repeats than protein-coding genes. For example, repeats occupy more than 50% of the human genome, whereas protein-coding sequences occupy only about 3% (Lander, et al., 2001) . Although the terminology of repeats is not standardised, repeats are of two general types: (1) interspersed repeats, derived from transposons, and (2) simple repeats (also known as tandem repeats), which are inexact consecutive (or nearly consecutive) copies of a short oligonucleotide. Interspersed repeats are more common in the human genome (Smit, 1999) , contributing to evolution in unexpected ways, notably by regulating mammalian genes (Feschotte, 2008; MarinoRamirez and, Jordan, 2006; Marino-Ramirez et al., 2005) , possibly because of epigenetic modifications (Huda et al., 2010; Huda et al., 2009; Huda et al., 2011) . On the other hand, simple repeats (sometimes known as microsatellites) are highly variable DNA sequences, usually less than 100 base pairs long, often composed of short tandem repeats of one to six nucleotides. Typically, simple repeats have co-dominant inheritance, making them the markers of choice in a variety of applications, such as the characterisation and certification of genetic materials in genetic mapping and breeding programs (Simbaqueba et al., 2011; Garzon-Martinez et al., 2012) .
Many repeat-finding tools recognise both interspersed and simple repeats. RepeatMasker, one of the most widely used tools for repeat identification (http:// repeatmasker.org), relies on local sequence alignment to compare genomic sequences with a library of known repeats (Jurka et al., 2005) . The fact that both interspersed and simple repeats complicate sequence similarity searches has motivated a variety of tools for identifying and masking repeats (Wootton and Federhen, 1996; Benson, 1999; Morgulis et al., 2006a; Frith, 2011a; Saha et al., 2008; Lerat, 2010) . Most tools, however, even ones for finding simple repeats, have an ad hoc basis. Our desire to provide mathematical foundations for finding simple repeats within biological sequences led us to generalise the Ruzzo-Tompa (RT) algorithm, which finds ungapped subsequences of unusual composition (Ruzzo and Tompa, 1999) . Our generalisation of the RT algorithm finds gapped subsequences of unusual composition. A specialisation of the generalisation then finds gapped repeats within biological sequences.
The Ruzzo-Tompa algorithm
"The identification of unusual subsequences is a fundamental task in biological sequence analysis. Karlin and Altschul, e.g., assigned a score to each letter in a sequence, to search for contiguous subsequences with large total scores (Karlin and Altschul, 1990; Karlin and Altschul, 1993) . Their technique applies to proteins to find DNA-binding, transmembrane, or charged segments (Brendel et al., 1991; Karlin and Brendel, 1993; . In a predecessor to the present article, Ruzzo and Tompa (1999) give an example of how the technique was used to search for transmembrane segments of proteins. Transmembrane segments insert into the lipid bilayer of a cell membrane, so they tend to be more hydrophobic than the rest of the protein. assigned to each amino acid the corresponding score s(a) from the Kyte-Doolittle hydrophobicity scale (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982; Cornette et al., 1987) . They then verified that contiguous high-scoring subsequences of the human β2-adrenergic receptor corresponded to known transmembrane domains. The Neyman-Pearson lemma (Neyman and Pearson, 1933) states, however, that log-odds scores are optimal statistics (according to a specific criterion), and so should improve on hydrophobicity scores. Accordingly, Karlin and Brendel derived log-odds scores s(a) from the empirical composition of amino acids within and outside of known transmembrane segments and then demonstrated improved identification and delimitation of the transmembrane segments in the β2-adrenergic receptor." Appendix A describes the formal computational problem, but to describe the work of Ruzzo and Tompa (1999) slightly less formally, let ':=' denote a definition. Consider any alphabet  (e.g. the nucleotides or amino acids) and any scoring function :
s    [e.g. the Kyte-Doolittle hydrophobicity scale above, which assigns a score s(a) to each amino acid a]. Every amino acid sequence
Our interest in subsequences motivates defining the segment     (Ruzzo and Tompa, 1999) ; the only detail relevant to the present article is that it inputs the values
Results
Statement of the general theoretical results
The RT algorithm can be extended to solve a particular class of maximal path problems on weighted graphs. Call a graph G totally ordered iff its vertices are totally ordered. Without loss of generality, the vertices of a finite, totally ordered graph G can be labelled with the set [0,n] = {0,1,2,…,n}, under the usual total ordering '<'. If G contains an edge from i to j (0  i < j  n), denote the edge by (i,j), and for convenience below, direct the edge from i to j. Let  denote the real numbers, and associate a weight ,
denote the set of directed paths from i to j. Consider the following segmental score, the 'local score'
, with the convention that   , : 0
. An edge weight  cannot contribute to the global score S, so as will be seen, in practice, the weight  is equivalent to omitting the corresponding edge from consideration. In the present terminology, Ruzzo and Tompa (1999) examined the local score, in the special case
To provide motivation for a more elaborate local score, consider a gap penalty : Call a weighted, totally ordered graph G decreasing iff 
A specialisation of the general theoretical results to repeats
Let  be any alphabet (here, the nucleotide alphabet   .
, where for convenience the initial index is the non-positive offset 1 w  . The 'lagged
) can detect simple repeats, as follows. As in Section 2.1, consider a totally ordered weighted graph G with vertex set   0, n and weights Figure 1 ). Large scores   , S i j correspond to inexact tandem repeats, where the directed edges with weights 
Implementation of the program RepWords for finding repeats
Our computer program 'RepWords' finds maximal segments associated with gapped repeats. RepWords is publicly available from the URL http://tinyurl.com/spouge-repwords. RepWords 1.0 is tuned to handle long sequences with minimal memory requirements, whereas RepWords 1.1 is faster, but requires more memory. The URL lists other differences between RepWords 1.0 and 1.1. All results and timing information presented here pertain to RepWords 1.1. As a technical point, in a context analogous to Figure 1 and with a word-length w = 3, consider the sequence GGTGG. A maximal segment corresponding to the self-alignment GGTGG || GGTGG is of length l = 2 < w. One could consider the entire five letters GGTGG as a repeat, but empirically, the ROC curves (presented below) improved if the repeat excluded the intermediate w -l = 1 letters (e.g. the letter 'T' above). Accordingly, if a maximal segment has length l < w, the corresponding maximal subsequence has length 2l and excludes the intermediate w -l letters in the corresponding subsequence. On the other hand, if the maximal segment has length l w  , the corresponding maximal subsequence has length w + l. 
Empirical timing results for RepWords and the divide-and-conquer algorithm
Unless stated otherwise, all empirical results used the similarity matrix for the nucleotide alphabet   To compare RepWords' empirical computational times against the divide-andconquer algorithm mentioned in Section 1 (adapted for repeat finding), we generated random nucleotide sequences of different lengths under uniform background frequencies 
ROC curves for repeat-finding by RepWords and RepSeek
All empirical results involving real DNA were based on the full length of human chromosome 19. In the following, percentages refer to the fraction of the length of chromosome 19, 59, 128, 983 bases, of which 5.61% are Ns. We adopted RepeatMasker (RepeatMasker at http://repeatmasker.org) as our standard of truth for repeat-finding. Although the standard it provides is imperfect (and is arguably a matter of definition anyway), no clearly superior standard is available. Under its default settings, RepeatMasker annotated repeats covering 54.55% of the length of chromosome 19, classifying the repeats as follows: SINEs, 27.00%; LINEs, 12.97%; LTRs, 8.17%; DNA repeats, 2.04%; satellite repeats, 2.01%; simple repeats, 1.25%; low complexity repeats, 0.76%; and miscellaneous repeats, 0.37%.
We chose to compare RepWords to the repeat-finding program RepSeek (Achaz et al., 2007) , because they both use the lagged scores  
Section 2.2. The fact that the lagged scores have been used independently at least twice (Spouge, 2007) suggests that they provide a natural method of finding simple repeats. RepSeek incorporates seed and gapped extension heuristics, however, unlike RepWords but somewhat like gapped BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) . The comparison between RepWords and RepSeek examines the relative practical merits of specialising the generalised RT algorithm and a similar approach tailored to a specific application.
We compared the empirical performance of RepWords and RepSeek by using ROC curves (Gribskov and Robinson, 1996) . Various types of repeats called by our standard of truth, RepeatMasker, sometimes contain simple repeats within them. Consider any particular repeat-type of interest. Then (1) any nucleotide base not in a RepeatMasker repeat was considered a negative (i.e. a non-repeat base); (2) any base within a RepeatMasker repeat of interest, a positive (i.e. a base of that type); and (3) because of overlapping repeats, all other bases were discarded from consideration, to avoid contamination of negatives with cryptic positives. As shown in Figure 3 , RepWords decisively dominated RepSeek for finding simple repeats and low-complexity repeats. Appendix B contains Figures B1-B6 showing, however, that RepWords performed poorly on other types of repeats, compared either to RepSeek or in absolute terms (partly reflecting our intent, to develop a tool for finding simple inexact repeats). Figures B1-B6 also suggest, however, that when RepWords performs poorly, RepSeek is rarely (if ever) a practical alternative. 
(dashed purple). (Some curves, in particular the solid red curve, are partially obscured by others.) (see online version for colours)
Empirical timing results for RepWords and RepSeek
As Section 5 describes, the use of RepSeek required splitting chromosome 19 into pieces of approximately equal length, with 160 pieces corresponding to RepSeek's best ROC performance in our hands. Piece #10 of the 160 pieces was taken arbitrarily as a typical piece, to time programs. The estimated CPU time RepSeek required for Piece #10 was about 262 s (or about 11.7 hours for the entire chromosome). For comparison, RepWords should be slowest when its output contains all maximal segments, corresponding to a threshold score 1 y  . Accordingly, for the timing results, we set 1 y  . The ROC curves in Figure 3 suggest that RepWords' repeat-finding performance is enhanced with the gap penalty 
The spectrum of word-lengths composing a repeat as determined by RepWords
Figure 4 suggests that simple and low-complexity repeats are composed of a spectrum of word-lengths w. On the one hand, the ROC curve for max 10 w  rises most rapidly from the origin, suggesting that many simple and low-complexity repeats are dominated by short word-lengths w. The results displayed in Figure 4 also suggest that decomposing repeats into a spectrum of word-lengths might be informative. Accordingly, Figure 5 decomposes two types of repeats into a spectrum of word-lengths w. On the one hand, Figure 5A for SINE repeats shows abrupt rises in coverage, indicating that the corresponding word-lengths w contribute disproportionately to SINE repeats. On the other hand, Figure 5B for LINE repeats shows a steady rise, indicating an absence of word-lengths w contributing disproportionately to LINE repeats.
(Corresponding plots for simple and low-complexity repeats were less striking, rising from 0.0 to 1.0 rapidly, indicating that the underlying spectrum of word-lengths w consists mostly of short word-lengths.) Figure 5 Curves giving the spectrum of word-lengths underlying repeats up to word-length 1000. Figure 5A displays the curve for SINE repeats; Figure 5B , for LINE repeats. RepWords used the match-mismatch scoring matrix   Accordingly, Figure 5 decomposes two types of repeats into a spectrum of word-lengths w. On the one hand, Figure 5A for SINE repeats shows abrupt rises in coverage, indicating that the corresponding word-lengths w contribute disproportionately to SINE repeats. On the other hand, Figure 5B for LINE repeats shows a steady rise, indicating an absence of word-lengths w contributing disproportionately to LINE repeats. (Corresponding plots for simple and low-complexity repeats were less striking, rising from 0.0 to 1.0 rapidly, indicating that the underlying spectrum of word-lengths w consists mostly of short word-lengths.)
Discussion
The generalisation of the Ruzzo-Tompa (RT) algorithm in this article holds the possibility of improving the performance of tools for finding biological subsequences of unusual composition, because minimal programming effort is now required to add and to tune gap penalties for individual biological applications. In fact, our original desire was to develop a formal mathematical basis for finding simple repeats, which led us to generalise the RT algorithm (Ruzzo and Tompa, 1999) . Unlike the ad hoc methods underlying most tools for finding repeats (Benson, 1999; Morgulis et al., 2006a; Frith, 2011a,b; Morgulis et al., 2006b) , the generalised RT algorithm provides our tool, RepWords, with a systematic approach generalising some methods of repeat detection already extant in the literature (Achaz et al., 2007; Spouge, 2007) . Figure 2 shows that although the more natural divide-and-conquer algorithm for locating subsequences of unusual composition requires time   log O n n to find simple repeats, RepWords only requires time
 
O n for each word-length w. Although
RepWords searches individually for repeats of each word-length of interest, word-match heuristics (like those used in BLAST; Altschul et al., 1997; Smith and Waterman, 1981; Altschul et al., 1990 ) might accelerate simultaneous searches across different wordlengths w. We are currently investigating the incorporation of word-match heuristics into RepWords. Within RepWords, Gotoh's (1982) (Miller and Myers, 1988; Eppstein et al., 1988; Galil and Giancarlo, 1989) . Such algorithms can provide the corresponding input for the RT algorithm, just as Gotoh's algorithm did for affine gap penalties. In fact, the generalised RT algorithm presented here requires only global scores   S i as input; it even removes the need for any explicit algorithm to compute gapped segmental (local) scores   , S i j ! As exemplified by finding simple repeats within DNA sequences, therefore, this article provides a proof of principle, suggesting that the generalised RT algorithm has broad implications for the methodical development of tools for finding subsequences of unusual composition.
Conclusions
This article generalises the Ruzzo-Tompa (RT) algorithm for finding ungapped subsequences of unusual composition, effectively making it an algorithm for finding gapped subsequences of unusual composition. In a specific case (perhaps not the simplest, but one reflecting the original motivation of the theory), we applied the generalisation, to develop a tool for finding simple repeats. With repeat classes determined by using RepeatMasker as a gold standard, when finding the classes of simple and low-complexity repeats, the resulting tool ('RepWords') performs well when compared to a tool with a similar but less general basis.
Methods
All computations were carried out on a 64-bit CentOS 5.8 operating system with 48G RAM and an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5660 (2.80GHz, 2 processors x 6 cores / 2 threads).
The Ruzzo-Tompa algorithm applied to finding inexact simple repeats with gaps permitted
In the context of Theorem 1 and Section 2.2, consider the affine gap penalty 
ROC curves for RepSeek
To produce an ROC curve, the number of false positives predicted by a program must vary. Although the default mode of RepSeek has no free parameters, RepSeek does permit input of seed minimum length and repeat minimum score, similar to parameters in gapped BLAST (Morgulis et al., 2006b) . As an option favourable to RepSeek's performance, we varied the repeat minimum score parameter across its full range. When applied to the full length of chromosome 19, RepSeek returned an error. To avoid computational problems, we split chromosome 19 into pieces and then combined the results from RepSeek. Figures display results from splitting chromosome 19 into 160 pieces, corresponding to RepSeek's best performance in our hands.
ROC curves for RepWords
All maximal segments   , i j correspond to a local score   , S i j . ROC curves for RepWords were generated by discarding all maximal segments with scores   , S i j y  and then varying the threshold y.
Determining the spectrum of word-lengths w composing a repeat-type
Consider all bases in chromosome 19 that RepeatMasker designated as, e.g., a SINE repeat. Call them 'SINE bases'. Fix some arbitrary threshold y. Define RepWords' coverage of RepeatMasker SINEs to be the fraction of SINE bases in at least one maximal subsequence (defined immediately above) whose word-length is no more than max w and whose score is no less than y. Arbitrarily, we chose 17 y  as a threshold that includes most SINE bases for sufficiently large max w . In Figure 5 , an increase in y multiplies the coverage by an approximate constant less than 1.0, so (within limits) the results are robust against the choice of y, other than a change in the scale of the y-axis.
For global scores, Ruzzo and Tompa proved that every RT-maximal segment is a maximal segment (i.e. one of the segments in the output of the divide-and-conquer algorithm * A ) and vice versa. To generalise their proofs to scores other than global scores, call S  an 'RT score' iff it has two properties. The first is the reverse triangle 
reverse triangle inequality, thereby avoiding the separate analysis of boundary cases. The present subsection essentially paraphrases the corresponding proofs in Ruzzo and Tompa (1999) as a sequence of technical lemmas. In particular, the lemmas ensure that RT-maximal segments remain disjoint for general RT scores (Lemma 4 below), not just for global scores. Lemma 4 is crucial to the main result, Theorem 2, which asserts the equivalence of RT-maximal segments and maximal segments, demonstrating that the RT algorithm and algorithm Figure B2 , LINE repeats; Figure B3 , LTR repeats; Figure B4 , DNA repeats; Figure B5 , satellite repeats; and Figure 
